Techsensor Data Processing Agreement
Filling the form and applying request on the site https://techsensor.vc (further Site), User:
 confirms that all the data sent in application belong to him;
 confirms and admits that the Data Processing Agreement (further Agreement) is
properly read by him and he understand the text of agreement and conditions of data
processing.
 gives his compliance with provided data processing by Site concluding Agreement
between with Site.
 agrees with the conditions for the processing of personal data.
Site https://techsensor.vc is owend by LLC «TECHSENSOR»
PSRN: 1187746498785 TIN: 9705118209
Adress: 115035, Moscow, ul. Sadovnicheskaya building 72, stroenie 1, floor 1, pom 3, korp 5,
office 31.
User gives his consent to the processing of his personal data - the commission of actions
provided for in Section 3, Part 1, Art. 3 of the Federal Law of July 27, 2006 N 152-FZ "On
Personal Data", and confirms that giving such consent he acts freely by his will and in his
interest.
User's consent to the processing of personal data is specific, informed and conscious.
The purpose of processing personal data is to provide User with the services described on Site.

User's consent is acknowledged to be executed in simple written form, for the processing of the
following personal data:
 Full name;
 place of stay
 phone numbers;
 e-mail addresses;
 company name;
 information about the IP-address of User;
 information about User's location;
 other information.
User provides https://techsensor.vc the right to perform the following actions (operations) with
personal data: collection and accumulation; storage during the period of storage of the
reporting, established by regulatory documents, but not less than three years, from the date of
the termination of the use of the services by User; update (update, change); using; destruction;
depersonalization; transfer at the request of the court, including, to third parties, subject to
measures to ensure the protection of personal data from unauthorized access.
This consent is valid from the moment of submission of data and can be withdrawn by User by
submitting an application to the site administration indicating the data specified in Art. 14 of
the Law "On Personal Data".

The withdrawal of consent to the processing of personal data can be carried out by sending the
appropriate order by User in a simple written form to the e-mail address (e-mail)
info@techsensor.vc
The site has the right to make changes to this Agreement. When making changes to the current
version, the date of the last update is indicated. The new version of Agreement comes into
force from the moment of its placement, unless otherwise provided by the new edition of
Agreement.
The current version of Agreement is on the page at: https://techsensor.vc/dpa.pdf
To this Agreement and the relationship between User and Site arising in connection with the
application of Agreement, the law of the Russian Federation is applicable.

